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Namaste

My intention with offering you these reference guides is twofold. First, I wanted to provide you with a quick “go to” 
reference that you can access to learn more about the fundamentals of Ayurveda, the “Sister Science” of Yoga. This 
includes more information about The Five Great Elements and how they directly correlate to our bodies and minds. In 
addition, you will also learn more about Vata, Pitta, and Kapha known as the The Tri Doshas. Discover how the Doshas
are connected to each individual season and their unique characteristics. In addition, learn more about when a Dosha is 
balanced verses out of balance.  

Secondly, I wanted to share Ayurvedic practices with you that are seasonally inspired, simple, accessible and designed to 
help you maintain balance and vitality in body, mind, and spirit throughout the year. I will also provide you with a list of 
additional resources in the event that you feel as inspired as I do and want to dive deeper into your studies and practice.

Over the past twenty years I have come to truly love the simplicity and effectiveness of these ancient practices, I think 
Ayurveda and Yoga are an ideal antidote for our modern times.  The combination of  The Two Sister Sciences has helped 
me gain a much deeper appreciation and understanding for the interwoven relationship between our human evolution and 
Mother Nature.  Enjoy your journey and I hope you find my resources helpful.

With gratitude,

Alex



Learn More About:

• The Vata Dosha

• The qualities of Vata

• The elements associated with Vata

• Signs when Vata is balanced

• Signs when Vata is out of balance

To begin



Qualities of Vata:

• Prominent in Autumn

• Responsible for Movement

• Dry

• Cool

• Light

• Airy

• Mobile

Vata Dosha =  Air & Ethers



Vata Balanced

• Creative

• Flexible

• Alert

• Open Minded

• Visionary

• Enthusiastic

• Adventurous

• Artistic



Vata Out of Balance

• Fearful

• Erratic

• Anxious

• Ungrounded

• Dry Skin/Hair/Nails

• Stiff Joints

• Digestive Issues

• Constipation



How to balance the Vata Dosha

Daily Practices Include:

• Oil Pulling

• Dry Brushing

• Self  Abhyanga Massage 

• Eating seasonally

• Practice Grounding Asanas

• Practice Calming Pranayamas

• Sleep



How to:

• Use Organic Sesame or Coconut Oil

• Use 1 tbsp. per use

• Swish oil around your mouth for 5-20 minutes

• DO NOT swallow oil

• Spit out oil in the compost/garbage once done

Benefits:
• Whitens Teeth

• Reduces Bad Breath

• Regulates Digestion

• Healthy Gums

Oil Pulling
Directions and Benefits



Dry Brushing Directions

• Use an all-natural fiber brush

• Start at the top of the feet 

• Apply upward circular motions towards 
the heart

• Brush up the legs 

(top, inner, outer, and back of legs)

• Repeat on arms/brushing upward

• After circular motion applied brush 
upward on legs and arms in long 
sweeping motions

• Dry brush belly, lower back, and entire 
back of body  



Dry Brushing 
Benefits

• Increases Circulation

• Improves Lymphatic Drainage

• Reduces Cellulite

• Improves skin texture by brushing 
off the dead skin

• Detoxifies impurities from the skin 
(your largest digestive organ!)



Quick tips:

• Use warm sesame oil for the Autumn season

• Massage oil liberally all over body BEFORE you 
shower / bathe

• Spend extra time massaging areas with dry skin and 
massaging around the joints

• Shower/bathe and use soaps in areas where there is 
hair and creases ONLY

• Avoid washing off all the oil when bathing

• Post shower/bath massage the residual oil deep into 
your skin and glow!

Self Abhyanga Massage



• Improves Circulation

• Tones Skin Tissues

• Moisturizes the Skin

• Promotes Relaxation

• Calms the Nervous System

• Improves Sleep

Self Abhyanga Massage
Benefits



Nourish Yourself With:
• Warm slow cooked food (soups & dahls)

• Experiment with warming spices 

(ginger, cinnamon, turmeric, peppers)

• Ghee

• Eat what is in season (squash & root veggies)

• Enjoy warming tea blends (ginger & chai)

• Avoid cold, dry, salty foods in excess

• Avoid skipping meals

Balance Vata with Food 



• Standing Asanas that get you into your feet and 
legs (ie. Mountain Pose, Warrior I, Warrior II, 
Horse Stance)

• Balancing Asanas  (ie. Tree Pose)

• Squats that articulate grounding down to the 
earth

• Slow transitions between poses

• Holding poses for longer periods 

• Restorative Poses (working with prop support 
and holding poses for  longer periods combined 
with slow breathing)

• Longer Corpse Pose (total relaxation for body 
and mind, calms/supports the nervous system 

Balance Vata with Yoga Asana



Nadi Shodhana Pranayama
Alternate Nostril Breathing

How to:

• Sit in a comfortable position

• With your right hand, place your thumb on your 
right nostril and ring and pinky finger on your 
left nostril

• Close your right nostril and inhale through your 
left nostril 

• At the top of your inhale breath close your left 
nostril and exhale through your right nostril  

• Inhale through your right nostril, close your 
right and exhale through your left nostril.  This 
is one repetition

• Repeat several times (minimum 5 min)

• Practice often to relax and calm your nervous 
system and mind.  Also, very helpful before bed



Nadi Shodhana Pranayama
Benefits

• Balances the left and right hemispheres 
of the brain

• Calms and rejuvenates the nervous 
system

• Reduces stress and anxiety

• Infuses the body and brain with 
oxygen

• Balances the lunar and solar energies 
(feminine and masculine)

• Enhances mental clarity

• Improves ability to concentrate

• Supports respiratory functioning



Sleep 

• Maintain a consistent bedtime routine

• Create a peaceful sleeping 
environment (turn off devices)

• Aim for 7-8 hrs. of sleep per night

• Avoid late nights with external stimuli

• Sleep is truly some of the best 
medicine you can provide for 
yourself.  Sweet Dreams!



Vata Dosha Overview

• Vata is most prominent during the Autumn season

• Air and Ether/Space are the primary elements associated with 
the Vata Dosha

• Nourish your body with warm cooked food (avoid skipping 
meals) 

• Maintain a consistent bedtime routine

• Practice Yoga asanas that support joint mobility in addition to, 
balancing poses and grounding poses that get you into your feet 
and legs.  Be aware of your connection to the Earth

• Balance your mind with calming Pranayamas (Nadi Shodhana)

• Make time to sit quietly everyday (start with 5 min. then slowly 
work up to longer periods)

• Reduce an excessive amount of external stimuli (turn off your 
devices)

• Maintain consistency with your additional practices (oil pulling, 
self abhyanga massages)

• Get out in nature everyday (if even for 5 min.)  



• Dr. Vasant Lad founder of the Ayurvedic Institute

www.ayurvedicinstitute.com

• Dr. Robert Svoboda

www.drsvobodha.com

• Maya Tiwari

www.mayatiwari.com

• Dr. David Frawley

https://www.vedanet.com/

Resources

http://www.ayurvedicinstitute.com/
http://www.drsvobodha.com/
http://www.mayatiwari.com/
https://www.vedanet.com/

